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ABBREVIATIONS

ANA Antinuclear antibodies
ASP Affected sib-pair
bp Base pair
cM Centi Morgan
DNA Dedioxyribonucleic acid
DZ Dizygot
HLA Human leukocyte antigen
HRR Haplotype relative risk
HHRR Haplotype based relative risk
IBD Identity by descent
IBS Identity by state
IDDM Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (type 1 diabetes)
L Likelihood
LD Linkage disequilibrium
LOD Logarithm of the odds ratio
M Morgan
Mbp Mega base pair
MHC Major histocompatibility complex
MZ Monozygotic
NT Non transmitted
SNP Single nucleotide polymorphism
T Transmitted
TDT Transmission disequilibrium test
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INTRODUCTION

Genetics of Inherited Diseases

Genetic traits & Mendelian laws

The idea that some physical characteristics or traits, are transmitted to the next generation is not
new and has been known for hundreds of years. Socrates was once surprised why some traits
were never transmitted, e.g. intelligence and nice manners to the offspring of rich families. He
was later killed for this thoughts, which shows how controversial the field of genetics can be. The
genetic explanation behind inheritance was not discovered until 1865. That year Gregor Mendel
discovered that certain traits were regulated by physically indivisible factors that today are called
genes. Different forms of a certain gene, alleles, can affect the trait in different ways. Mendel
showed that alleles always are inherited in pairs, one from each parent. A certain combination of
two alleles in an individual is called the genotype for that gene. The alleles in the genotype can
either be of the same sort (homozygous) or of different sorts (heterozygous). Therefore, each
genotype has its own corresponding effect on a trait, called phenotype. If one allele can mask the
phenotype from the other allele in a genotype, it is said to be a dominant allele. Therefore, a
dominant phenotype can either be homozygous or heterozygous in respect to this allele. On the
contrary, if the alleles need to be of the same type in order to be express the phenotype, the alleles
are called recessive and such phenotypes are always homozygous for that allele. Such phenotypes
can easily be detected by studying the inheritance patterns of those traits in a family, and are
called dominant or recessive modes of inheritance.

Mendel made his experiments on traits that were governed by only one gene. Those traits
are therefore called mendelian, or monogenetic traits. Based on Mendel’s experiments, three
main principles or laws have been established. First, the law of uniformity (genes are not
blended). Secondly, the law of segregation (only one allele in a gene-pair is randomly transmitted
to an offspring). Thirdly, the law of independent assortment (the transmission of alleles between
two genes, are independent of each other).

Mendelian traits are by their nature often qualitative, as they are affected only by one
gene (dichotomous trait if the gene is bi-allelic). Due to this, they are relatively easy to study and
can be deduced by the inheritance pattern in a pedigree. However, the expression of most traits
varies in a continuous way. The reason for this is that they are governed by more than one gene,
and are called polygenetic traits. If each of the genes in a polygenetic trait contribute only a
minimum effect, then the total distribution of phenotypes in the population will look like a
continuous variation of this trait. Those genes are therefore called quantitative trait loci (QTLs).
However, even polygenetic traits can give rise to qualitative or dichotomous phenotypes. In the
threshold model, the phenotype will be expressed only if a certain threshold-level from a
combined effect of several genes is reached. The genes are called susceptibility genes, as they are
too weak to induce the phenotype by themselves, but make the individual more susceptible for
the phenotype 1.

If several independent genes can cause the same phenotypic effect, it is called locus
heterogeneity. Sometimes it can be hard to distinguish if a phenotype is truly a polygenic effect
caused by several susceptibility genes in an individual. It could also be an effect of genetic
heterogeneity in a sample, where different individuals have different genes that cause the same
phenotype independently of each other.
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Penetrance describes the spectrum of different phenotypic outcomes, given that you have
a certain genotype. If a specific phenotype always is expressed with a certain genotype, the
genotype is called fully penetrant. If the correlation between genotype and phenotype is not
complete, it is called incomplete penetrance. The opposite of this phenomenon is a phenocopy,
where the phenotype appears without the presence of the genotype. 

Even non-genetic factors affect a trait more or less. They are often unknown, and
therefore generally called environmental factors. When traits show strong influences from the
environment, they are called complex- or multifactorial traits. Because the environment always
changes in time and space, the inheritance pattern of those are very complicated to analyse in
families.

Chromosomes

Mendel did not know however, what the genes were consisted of or where they were located.
Immediately after the re-discovery of his work in 1900, exceptions to Mendel’s laws were
observed. Some traits were not inherited independently of each other, as Mendel had stated.
Sometimes two different phenotypes from two different traits (both only showing two phenotypes
each) seemed to be inherited together more often than the expected 50% frequency, and the other
two corresponding (reciprocal) phenotypes being inherited less than 50 %. This was called
coupling respective to repulsion. In 1906, Bateson and Punnett published the first account of this
event in sweet peas. They found that purple flowers were inherited almost exclusively along with
long pollen, and that red flower usually had round pollen. This phenomenon is the result of genes
being located on the same chromosome, but at this time the only thing one know about
chromosomes was that they existed.

In all eukaryotic organisms, the genome is organized into structures called chromosomes.
In almost all cells in the human body, there are two different sex chromosomes (X and Y) and 22
different autosomal chromosomes. However, as all chromosomes exist in pairs (except the male
sex chromosome Y), there is totally 46 chromosomes in each human cell (the diploid number).
This double set of chromosomes is a direct effect of the sexual reproduction, and that all cells
replicate through cell division. Before division the cell duplicates all chromosomes (using the
original chromosome as a template) so that two identical sister chromatids attached to each other
at a structure called the centromere are formed. In the cell division, all sister chromatids, one
from each chromosome separates into each daughter cell. Each daughter cell will therefore inherit
an identical set of chromosome-pairs as the original cell. This is called somatic cell division, or
mitosis.

The other type of cell division is called meiosis and is specific for the production of
gametes. In Meiosis there is two rounds of cell division (Meiosis I and Meiosis II) but only one
chromosome duplication. In the first division (Meiosis I), all chromosomes are duplicated and
two sister-chromatids formed. However and contrary to mitosis, the two chromatids in each
chromosome are not separated in the division. Instead one of the chromosomes in each
chromosome-pair is randomly transmitted into one of each daughter cell. They will therefore only
have one chromosome from each chromosome pair, in the form of two sister chromatids. Which
of the chromosomes is transmitted is a random event. First at the next division (Meiosis II) are
the two sister chromatids separated into new daughter cells. As there is no duplication this time,
each gamete will only inherit one set of chromosomes. Not until two gametes fuse will the
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diploid chromosome number be restored again. One from the father and the other from the
mother.

The first proof, that genes were carried on chromosomes (although hypothesized
independently by Sutton and Boveri in 1904), appeared in 1910, when Morgan found evidence
for a gene located on the X chromosome in a Drosophila fly. Morgan proposed correctly that
each gene have a specific location on a certain chromosome, called locus. The alleles from two
loci located close to each other on the same chromosome are said to form a haplotype. This is
different from a genotype that describes two alleles at the same locus but on different
homologous chromosomes. As you inherit one chromosome from your father and one from your
mother, you will get one paternal and maternal haplotype.

Inherited Diseases

Even diseases can be regarded as traits that are inherited in families. Some diseases have a very
large environmental portion (e.g. the infectious diseases). Other diseases are caused completely
by one fully penetrant gene, so-called monogenetic or Mendelian diseases. Between the two ends
of this spectrum are the more common diseases (prevalence > 1% of the population), that are
influenced by both genes and environmental factors, the so-called complex diseases. 2

Dominant monogenetic diseases are often rare, as they often involve large mutations that
totally interrupt a gene. The effect is often too severe that affected individuals will not pass on the
mutated gene to the gene pool of the population. The incidence of such diseases is therefore often
in equilibrium with the mutation frequency for that gene, which is normally very low. The
frequencies of recessive monogenetic disease alleles are much more common, as individuals
carrying only one copy of the disease allele (carriers) will not be affected. The genes behind
complex diseases are often susceptibility genes. If each of those genes contribute only a
minimum effect on the carrier, they will have a chance to spread more easily and be more
common in the gene pool. Complex diseases can show continuous phenotypes (e.g. blood
pressure) or they can be described as dichotomous traits, (e.g. either you have the disease or you
do not).

A way to estimate the total genetic effect behind a disease, is to measure how much the
disease “runs in a family”, or aggregates in families. The more affected offspring an affected
member has, the more is it believed to be caused by genetic factors, as they to “runs” in the
family. The λR value is a measure of the clustering effect,. It is calculated as the difference in
incidence between the relatives of an affected, compared to the incidence in the whole
population. The λR value  will be larger, the more genetic factors it is behind a trait. The λR
value is also greater when close relatives are compared and droop towards one, when more
distant relatives are compared. However even the same environment is shared in families, and
therefore it can be hard to separate the two effects.

Another method is to compare the concordance rate between monozygotic (MZ) twins
and dizygotic (DZ) twins or sibs. As MZ share exactly the same genes, they should also show a
higher concordance rate than the DZ or sibs, if the disease has a strong genetic contribution. The
more environmental factors are involved, the less does the concordance rate differ between the
groups.
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Linkage

Recombination

Morgans’ chromosome theory did also gave an explanation for the coupling and repulsion
phenomenon, or linkage as we call it today. If one performs a breeding experiment and studies
the inheritance of two loci located on the same chromosome then the alleles in the haplotypes
from each parent would tend to be transmitted together (being linked), as they are located on the
same chromosome. Those haplotypes in the offspring that resemble the parents’ are called
parental haplotypes.

However, as more traits where mapped to certain chromosomes, Morgan noted that some
"linked" traits could sometimes separate. Other traits that were known to be on the same
chromosome showed little or even no detectable linkage. From these observations, Morgan
postulated the process of recombination (or crossing-over). One of the reasons of the rather
complicated cell division in meiosis is to make recombination (crossing over) possible. In
meiosis I before the separation of the chromosome-pairs each homologue chromosome in a
chromosome-pair (called a bivalent) will line up close to each other (called synapsis). This will
bring together the four sister chromatids. Then a long linear protein construction called
synaptonemal complex is formed between each pair of sister chromatids. Along the synaptonemal
complex, several large recombination nodules will assemble and randomly break the arms on two
different sister-chromatids (never from the same chromosome) at exactly the same location 3, 4.
Thereafter each broken end will be attached to the end on the opposite chromatid. Each such
connection can be seen in a microscope and is called a chiasma. Thus, each recombination-event
will create two chromatids with recombinant haplotypes with one allele from the paternal
haplotype and one from the maternal haplotype.

Morgan also postulated that as the crossing-over happens anywhere on the chromosome,
the frequency of recombination (θ) between two loci on the same chromosome is proportional to
the distance between them. If two loci in a haplotype are located at a small distance from each
other, then few recombination events will occur between the loci. If they are more separated by a
larger distance, more recombination events will happen between them just by chance. If two loci
are located on separate chromosomes, only random segregation decides if they are transmitted
together. As the probability for segregation is equally for each chromosome, the formation of
recombinant and parental haplotypes will always be 50% each (loci on different chromosomes
can never form real haplotypes, but that we do not know in advance). The definition of linkage is
therefore, that the recombination fraction between two loci is less than 50%.

Genetic Maps

In 1913, Sturtevant realized that one could use the recombination frequencies between different
pairs of loci to figure out their relative position to each other and construct a genetic map, where
genes are located along the chromosome relatively to each other. Sturtevant defined the map
distance between two specific loci as the average number of recombination-events between them
and called the unit Morgan (M), or centiMorgan (cM) being 1% of a Morgan. 
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There is no simple relationship between recombination fraction and map distance. For
loci located close to each other, the recombination fraction is approximately equal to the genetic
distance. The recombination fraction between distantly located loci on the same chromosome can
never be constructed by simply adding recombination fractions between several pair of loci
located inside the interval. The reason for this is that each recombination-event will create two
chromatids with recombinant haplotypes. The other two chromatids not taking part in the
crossing over, will continue to carry the original parental haplotypes. Thus, the net-effect in each
recombination-event is always 50% of recombinant chromatids and 50% of parental chromatids.
Each type of haplotype have an equal chance to be transmitted to the offspring. Therefore, even if
every meios (100%) in a breeding experiment has a recombination-event, will the recombination
fraction never exceed 50%. Therefore, when translating map distances into recombination
fractions over larger distances, a map function is needed. The Haldane’s function is the simplest
one as it only assumes that recombination occurs at random along the chromosome 5. This
assumption is not completely true. The formation of one recombination nodule on a chromatid
will actually inhibit the assembly of another one next to it. This is called interference. Several
map functions take interference into account, the Kosambi’s function being one of the most
common 6. Both map functions approach θ = 1/2 for large values of M and M θ for small
(M<0.15).

Distances between two loci on a genetic map can never be compared with a physical map,
where the distances are based on a constant number of base pairs. The reason for this is that all
even number of recombination-events will change the recombinant haplotype back to a parental
haplotype. Therefore, genetic distances will tend to vary if compared to a fixed physical distance.
Another complicating factor is that the rate of recombination differs between chromosomes and
on different parts of the same chromosome. The recombination rate is also higher in females than
in males. Nevertheless, the total genetic length of all chromosomes has been estimated to be 4435
cM in the female map, whereas the male length is 2730 cM 7. The sex-average length is 3488 cM.
As the human autosomal genome is  3 000 Mbp 8, 1 cM will correspond roughly to 1.0 Mbp on
a sex-averaged map.

Linkage analysis

In linkage analysis one tries to find out if two loci are linked to each other by estimating the
fraction of parental recombinant haplotypes on gametes (or meioses) produced in the offspring in
a family. This estimate is then tested against the expected number of recombinant haplotypes if
the two loci should not be linked which equals 50%. The haplotypes of gametes are either
produced in controlled breeding experiments, or detected afterwards when studying siblings in
human families.

The haplotypes of the gametes in the offspring are reconstructed from the genotype data
at both loci from the offspring and the parents. When using genotypes to detect different types of
haplotypes, the informativeness of the genotypes becomes important. If a parent is homozygous
at a locus it will be impossible to distinguish on which haplotype each of the alleles have been
transmitted to. Such genotypes will be uninformative. Only if the genotypes are heterozygous for
both loci, are the genotypes informative enough to distinguish the recombinant haplotypes from
the parental. However, also the genotype data from the grandparents is desirable. Only then is it
possible to construct the original parental haplotypes and distinguish a recombinant haplotype
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from a non-recombinant. If the parental haplotypes are known, then they are called phase-known.
Thus, ideally the genotype data from all individuals in a three-generation family is needed.

The easiest form of linkage analysis, the (direct method), is to produce a phase-known
breeding experiment where a large number of offspring are produced. When the genotypes on
each individual locus have been detected, the number of recombinant and non-recombinant
gametes are simply counted. The estimate of the recombination fraction (θ) is then simply the
proportion of gametes (N) that are recombinant (R): θ = R/N when R<(N/2), and: θ = 1/2 when
R>(N/2). Since the number of recombinant and non-recombinant gametes are both N/2 under the
null hypothesis (no linkage), one can perform a simple one-tailed Pearson chi-square test with 1
df, to test if the estimate is significantly different from 50%.

In humans however, the number of offspring in each family are to few. Instead, data from
several families are pooled together. As the number of generations available in each family can
vary and also have missing family members, many haplotypes can be of the phase-unknown type.
Two types of haplotypes can be identified in such families, but we do not know which one is
recombinant and which is not. Therefore it is necessary to have a method for combining
haplotypes contributed by several families even when the recombinants and non-recombinants in
families cannot be individually identified. The best method for this is the likelihood approach.
Likelihood’s are attractive because the log-likelihood estimate from each family can simply be
summed in an overall log-likelihood function, regardless if some of the families are phase-
unknown 9.

The probability (p) of obtaining a specific number (x) of one of two mutually exclusive
outcomes (dichotomy variable) in a series of (n) number of randomly trials, is described by the
binomial probability distribution. The parameter in this function that decides the probability (p)
of obtaining this number (x), is the same as the probability for this outcome to happen in each
trial.

p(x) = K ⋅  p x (1-p) n-x

(K=Binomial-coefficient). The number of recombinant gametes (R) produced by two parents is
such a binomial distributed variable, and the parameter that controls the number of recombinant
gametes produced in a number of parental gametes (N), is the recombination fraction (θ).

p(R) = K ⋅ θ R (1- θ) N-R

In our case we already know the number of recombinant gametes. Instead, we want to know the
parameter in this function, the recombination fraction. However, we can calculate how big the
probability of observing our data is, given a specific value of the unknown parameter θ. There are
an infinite number of possible values for the unknown parameter θ that each gives a unique
solution to this equation, but there is only one value on θ that gives the highest probability (p) for
our data (R). The term likelihood (L) is used instead of probability, as the likelihood is not the
same as the "true" probability that would have been described if θ were known. In a phase-known
family, the likelihood function for observing our data is:

L(θ | R) = p(R | θ) = K ⋅ θ R (1- θ ) N-R
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The likelihood function can be maximized over θ to obtain the largest value of the likelihood.
This is simply solved by deriving the likelihood function. This value is called the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE, θMLE) of θ and is the best estimate the data can provide.

In a phase-unknown family, one of the two types of haplotypes can in one case be the
recombinant one, and in the other case the parental one. As each case are equally likely, the
likelihood function can be written as:

L(θ | x) = K ⋅ [ (1/2 ⋅ θ Y (1-θ) Z ) + ( 1/2 ⋅ θ Z (1-θ) Y) ]

(Where Y represents the recombinant haplotypes in one case, and Z the number of haplotypes in
the other case).

The higher value of the likelihood, the stronger is θ supported by our data. However this
is only a relative measure, and can never prove the truth of a given hypothesis. Instead it can be
compared with a likelihood for another θ. The natural likelihood to compare with, is the
likelihood that the two loci are unlinked, L(θ=0.5):

L(θ=0.5) = K ⋅ [ 1/2 ⋅  0.5 Y (1-0.5) Z + 1/2 ⋅  0.5 Z (1-0.5) Y ] = K ⋅  [ 0.5 N]

(N=number of gametes). The degree of support between two alternative likelihood’s can be
assessed by calculating the Likelihood ratio (λ), or odds between them. Since the binomial
coefficient will always cancel out, the formula for the phase-unknown likelihood ratio is:

λ = L(θMLE ) / L(θ=0.5) = [ 1/2 ⋅ θ Y (1-θ) Z + 1/2 ⋅ θ Z (1-θ) Y]  /  0.5 N

Since λ is made up of probabilities and each family represent an independent observation, we can
combine the data from several families by taking the product of all families’ likelihood ratios.
However, in linkage analysis it is more common to use the log10 likelihood ratios, known as the
logarithm of the odds or LOD score (Z) 10 :

Z(θMLE ) = log10 [ L(θMLE ) / L(θ=0.5) ] 

= log10 [ 1/2 ⋅ θ Y (1-θ) Z + 1/2 ⋅ θ X (1-θ) Z ] –  N log10 (0.5)

The combined LOD score from several families are simply the sum of each independent family
LOD score:

Z(θMLE)  = ä log10 [ L(θMLE) / L(θ=0.5) ]
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Multipoint analysis

When the LOD score is calculated between two loci, it is called two-point LOD score. In a
Multipoint analysis, several markers at the same time are used when calculating LOD scores. The
most likely position is estimated by comparing the LODs when the unmapped gene are allowed
to move to different positions along a haplotype of the tested markers. 9. The method can also
maximize the linkage, as long as some gametes still are uninformative for certain markers in the
two-point analyse. This is because the method uses the information from several markers at the
same time, and therefore increases the chance of distinguishing recombinant haplotypes.

Genetic mapping

There are two main-strategies in finding a genetic cause for a trait, based on what is known about
the trait in advance. They are called the candidate gene –, or the positional cloning – methods.
Both methods are widely used. Different mapping methods and strategies are used depending on
the disease and design of the study or available material. A common approach today is therefore
to perform first a family-based linkage analysis (model-based or model-free), and then continue
to test interesting candidate genes in the region using various association methods. This strategy
is therefore called positional candidate gene method. 2

Candidate gene approach

In the candidate gene approach, a specific gene is in advance believed to be responsible for a
certain trait. This gene can then for example be sequenced in order to find a major mutation or
any genetic variation (allele). The alleles can then be compared (as alleles or genotypes) between
cases (who express the trait) and controls (do not express the trait) in order to find an association.
When cases and controls are selected from unrelated individuals in a population, it can be
difficult to control for associations due to unknown population stratification 11. Therefore family-
based methods are much better 12. In those methods the alleles that are transmitted (T) from
parents to the affected children are the cases, and those alleles that are not transmitted (NT)
function as an “internal” control group. Then the two groups are compared. If the allele has
anything to do with the disease, it should be represented in a much higher frequency among the
affected. Two common types of association methods exist, the haplotype based haplotype relative
risk (HHRR) 13 9 and the transmission disequilibrium test  (TDT) 14.

An allele can be associated, either because it is causative itself, or that it is linked to a
causative allele. When alleles is associated due to linkage, it is called linkage disequilibrium
(LD). The method of detecting linkage through associated alleles at two loci, is called LD-
mapping, or shared fragment- mapping. 15, 16. It is important to understand the difference between
Linkage mapping and LD mapping. In linkage it is the fraction of recombination events on all
haplotypes (between any alleles), that matter. This is a constant value that only depends on the
physical distance between the loci. In LD-mapping, it is the recombination between the two
alleles on a specific haplotype that is important. The size of the fragment that will be in LD,
around a certain locus will be smaller for each generation, as recombination events will brake up
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the haplotype into smaller fragments. If a disease allele is transmitted to a founder of a new
isolated population (founder effect), then the LD is increased again, but on different
chromosomal background 17. Therefore, LD can shift in time and between populations.

In one hypothesis, (common-disease/common-variant hypothesis) 18. it is argued that most
genetic variants behind common diseases evolved long time ago, and are therefore to be found in
most people who have the disease today, but with a very small LD left around the disease gene (a
few kb). 19. Due to this small distances, it is believed that LD-mapping will be usefully to find
disease genes with a much higher resolution than ordinary linkage. However genetic maps with
several thousands of markers will be needed. 20, 21 Also, much effort is invested in developing
new techniques where several thousands of mapped SNP-markers can be tested simultaneously in
a more automatically way than today, e.g. chip- and micro array technology. 22. A big problem is
that the more marker being tested, the chance of getting false positive results increases. 

One way around this problem, is to use populations that express larger LD than outbreed
populations. Due to bottlenecks in their population history, the population have been kept at a
low number, and therefore exposed to a higher degree of genetic drift. Recently expanded
populations (e.g. Finns), are well suited to map for young disease genes, as they have expanded
quickly. A populations who have been at a constant size for a very long time (e.g. the Saami), are
more suited for mapping old disease genes. 23, 24 .

Positional cloning methods

The real use of linkage analysis is that it gives an opportunity to find a causative genes without
any prior knowledge of the gene or the biology behind the trait. This is called positional cloning.
This is of course extremely useful when mapping genes behind diseases of unknown aetiology. In
this approach, the expression of the trait itself (or phenotype), is indirectly used in order to
predict the underlying genotype of the unknown disease-gene. It can be tested for linkage against
any other locus whose exact location on a chromosome is already known. Such mapped loci are
called marker loci. If linkage is found to a certain marker locus, then the gene is said to be
mapped to the chromosomal region where the marker is located. The normal strategy in mapping
a disease locus is to perform a total genome-scan, where the disease trait is tested for linkage
against a set of  400 mapped markers that are separated not more than  20 cM from each other.
If linkage is found, then the gene responsible for the disease should be somewhere nearby. In
order to further reduce this initially rather enormous interval (10 cM  10 000 000 bp), several
other markers in this region are tested in a fine-mapping study.
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Parametric LOD-score method

When a disease is mapped for linkage against any marker in the genome, the genotypes at the
hypothetical disease locus are used as one of the markers to score recombinant parental
haplotypes. Naturally, as the locus is unknown, the genotypes cannot be typed directly. Instead,
an underlying genetic model behind the disease phenotype is used to indirectly predict the
genotype. The usual parameters in such a model are the penetrance of each genotype that will
also define the mode of inheritance (dominant or recessive) and the allele frequency of the
disease locus (normally assumed to be bi-allelic when a qualitative trait is mapped). Different
individuals might have different susceptibility thresholds depending on sex, age or any other
factor (genetic or environmental), these individuals are given different penetrances and are
stratified into liability-classes, that are incorporated in the model.

The genetic model will include new parameters to the linkage analysis. This is why the
likelihood approach is so useful, as the likelihood ratio test only requires that a likelihood
function can be defined. The additional parameters are just included in the general likelihood
method. However, in order to calculate the recombination, the additional parameters defining the
model have to be fixed and therefore defined in advance. The likelihood of a certain
recombination fraction is then calculated by calculating the probability for all possible genotypes
at the trait locus, using the defined allele frequencies and penetrances. Each such probability is
then weighted against the (conditional) probability for this genotype determined by the observed
offspring genotypes. The overall log-likelihood function of all families will not be easily
manageable and therefore handled by using computers.

What determines if it is possible to find a linkage between an unknown disease locus and
a marker if they truly are linked, is first how well the genotype is correlated with the phenotype.
Secondly, how well the model describes this correlation. 25. As the correlation between the
phenotype and genotype is strong in high penetrant Mendelian diseases and the model-parameters
can be predicted rather easy by segregation-analysis, it is rather easy to map those genes. When
no more recombinant offspring can be found for a marker then the maximal resolution is reached.
Normally it is very hard to map a region smaller than  1 cM, 1Mbp. For most common low
penetrant complex diseases the genotype–phenotype correlation is often much weaker, and
because the recombinant haplotypes are not identified directly, the linked regions will tend to be
much larger. In addition, it is impossible to specify a correct genetic model, as there might be
several susceptibility genes with different mode of inheritances. Instead, several different models
are tested and compared. 

Very often complex diseases have diagnostic criteria’s that are not biologically relevant.
Therefore, using a clearer sub-phenotype of the disease can help to make the correlation more
straightforward. In this way, a single major locus behind a sub-phenotype can be detected on a
multifactorial background. The locus heterogeneity can also be reduced if closely related families
from a certain population are used, as affected individuals are likely to have the same genetic
origin.
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Nonparametric LOD-score methods

The problem of specifying penetrances or allele frequencies in unaffected people can be avoided
using model-free methods. Because of the difficulties in specifying a genetic model for low
penetrant complex diseases, those methods have been popular to use and are even often
recommended. Affected sib-pair analysis (ASP) is a popular model-free method performed on
sibs in families 9. If unlinked markers are tested, the distribution of the number of shared alleles
(0, 1 or 2) in all sib-pairs is expected to have the distribution of 1/4, 1/2 and 1/4 respectively. If
the marker is linked, this distribution will be shifted towards an increased number of shared
alleles. Affected sibs in a collection of families are assumed to have the disease allele identical by
descent (IBD). However, in other families, the disease allele can be originated from another
ancestor, but have the same marker alleles, the haplotype is therefore only identical by state
(IBS). This is often the case with the common susceptibility genes. Both types of alleles can be
used in the association analysis, but if alleles IBS are included then the association might be
reduced. Only if the parents are available and genotyped can the difference be sorted out.
Normally the ASP analysis is performed as a multipoint analysis, it will then be easier to identify
haplotypes IBD. The answer is presented as nonparametric LOD scores (NPL).

Significant values

When performing a genomescan using a model-based LOD score analysis, a widely accepted
significance threshold where the null hypothesis of no linkage is rejected, is Z>3.3 (p>0.000049).
The accepted threshold for suggestive linkage is Z>1.9 (p>0.00017). However, this level is
calculated for Mendelian diseases. In theory a much higher LOD score limit is needed when
performing a genomescan on complex diseases. Nevertheless Z>3.3 is widely accepted as a limit
even in complex diseases. The threshold for a significant linkage in non-parametric sib-pair
(IBD) methods is Z>3.6 (p>0.000022), and for suggestive Z>2.2 (p>0.00074). 26

Markers

Before any positional-cloning analysis can start, it is important to have a set of informative
markers to test against. Any genetic variation at a specific locus can be used as a marker. Several
factors are important. First, its position has to be known either on a genetic or a physical map.
Secondly it must be easy to detect the marker, and the different alleles need to have low mutation
rates so haplotypes are not mistaken for recombinant ones when they are not. Thirdly, they need
to be polymorphic, meaning that the locus should have many different alleles. The more alleles a
locus has, the higher is the chance that a random individual will be heterozygote for this locus,
which increases the chance to detect informative haplotypes. This probability is called
heterozygozity (H) and depends on the number of alleles and the frequencies of those. Another
measure that is more designed for linkage analysis is the polymorphism information content
(PIC). This measure also considers the fact that two parents, being heterozygote with the same
alleles, actually will have half their gametes uninformative. The PIC-value is therefore always
slightly less than the H-value. Two types of markers are mainly used today in mapping studies.
Single nucleotide polymorphism’s (SNP’s) and microsatellites, often called “variable number of
tandem repeats” (VNTR’s) or “short tandem repeats” (STR’s).
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Microsatellites are the most polymorphic type of markers. They are dispersed all over the
genome at  intervals of about 105 bp and consist of a core-sequence of two to four base pairs that
are repeated several times, thus creating a total block of  100-400bp 27, 28. Different alleles of a
microsatellite consist of different numbers of repeats of this core sequence. In other words, they
differ between each other between two to four bp intervals, depending on the core-sequence. It is
common that a specific microsatellite has more than 10 alleles. Microsatellites are more prone to
mutation than other DNA stretches, having an average mutation rate between 0 - 8x10-3 per locus
per gamete per generation. Tetranucleotides have  4 times higher rate than dinucleotides. 29, 30

However the mutation-rate is still relatively low, allowing their use in linkage studies. In
addition, mutations can be detected as inconsistent inheritance when checked for in families.
Microsatellites are normally detected by amplifying the DNA stretch that includes both ends of
the microsatellite, using specific primers in a PCR reaction. The exact bp-length of the amplified
fragment can then be analysed in an electrophoretic gel including a size-standard.

SNP’s are genetic variances that only differ at one basepair. As there are only four
different types of base pairs, there are theoretically four types of possible variants at each SNP.
However, as a pyrimidine is more likely to be replaced by a pyrimidine and a purine with a
purine, a SNP has normally only two variants. Due to this, they are less informative than
microsatellites. However, even if SNP’s are not that informative, they have the advantage of
being the most common genetic variation that exists in the genome, roughly once every 1000-
2000 bp. 31 This allow for making maps with much higher resolution, compared when
microsatellites are used. 32 Nevertheless, the number of families needed in order to find
recombination-events in such small intervals would be enormous and is normally impossible to
find in human studies. Therefore, the use of SNP’s is more optimal for association studies.
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Systemic Lupus Erythematosus

Clinical aspects

Diseases caused by misdirected immune responses are called hypersensitivity diseases. If the
failure involves that the body’s own cells or organs are attacked by its own lymphocytes, so
called auto-reactive lymphocytes, it is called an autoimmune disease. In 1948, Hargraves found
the first signs that Systemic Lupus Erythematosus could be an autoimmune disease, when he
noticed that SLE patients had macrophages containing phagocytozed nuclei from other cells (the
so called LE-cell) 33. This later lead to the discovery of antinuclear and the anti-DNA as lupus
specific autoantibodies. Another important clue that SLE is an autoimmune disease was the
finding (in the 60-70’s) that certain haplotypes of the MHC-molecules (who presents antigen to
T cells) are associated to lupus susceptibility and to autoantibody specificities. 34-37

Today several immunologic abnormalities are known in both SLE patients, as well as in
murine models that resemble human lupus like syndromes. Examples are increased numbers of
activated B cells and a large production of autoantibodies against a variety of targets, including
nuclear (DNA, histones, ribonuclear proteins), cytoplasmic, cell surface and circulating self-
antigens. SLE is clinically a very heterogeneous disease, characterised by chronic inflammation
of different organ systems. SLE is therefore considered to be a systemic autoimmune disorder.
Common manifestations include fever, fatigue, weight loss, joint pain and swelling, skin rashes,
arthritis, glomerulonephritis, haemolytic anaemia, thrombocytopenia and central nervous system
involvement. The most characteristic rash is seen across the malar region of the face, the so-
called "butterfly rash", that is accentuated by sun exposure (photosensitivity).

SLE is predominantly a woman’s disease. The incidence rate is greatest during
childbearing ages between 15 to 50 years, and lesser before puberty and after menopause.
Therefore, the sex ratio is roughly 3:1 in children, increases to 9:1 in the adult population and
becomes lesser again in the old population. Because of this sex-bias, an enhancing effect of
oestrogen and/or a protective role by androgen has been suggested.

Due to the variety of manifestations that also are shared with other diseases, it is difficult
to diagnose SLE. In order to help diagnosis and make comparisons between cases possible, the
American Rheumatism Association (ARA) have set up 11 criteria’s for SLE that include 20
clinical manifestations 38, 39. When any 4 out of those criteria are manifested, the patient is said to
have SLE.

Many theories have been put forward to explain the pathogenesis of SLE, and these
follow many times the scientific trends prevailing at a given time. It is however agreed that in
SLE, autoantibodies form immune complexes with unknown antigens. If the immune complexes
are not cleared from the circulation, they deposit in other tissues, may activate macrophages and
initiate inflammatory responses leading to tissue damage. However, this does not exclude other
mechanism where the autoantibodies by themselves directly contribute to the pathogenesis and
cause certain manifestations of SLE such as haemolytic anaemia (anti-erythrocyte antibodies) or
thrombocytopenia (anti-platelet antibodies). A common defect in SLE is that immune complexes
are deposited in the renal glomeruli, leading to the development of chronic nephritis and later
renal failure. As the immune complexes have a significant role in the pathogenesis, SLE is
classified as a Type III hypersensitivity disease. Due to this, the disease has many clinical
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similarities with diseases caused by complement deficiencies. Defects in complement activation
in these diseases may also lead to failure to clear circulating immune complexes. In fact, more
than 50% of patients with complete C2 or C4 deficiencies develop a disease that resembles SLE.
Such diseases are extremely rare and in contrast to ”true” complement diseases, it is believed that
SLE is initially triggered by the production of autoantibodies against self-antigens. This implies
that the normal mechanisms of tolerance that prevent the immune system from attacking self are
not functioning well in SLE. The reasons for this are completely unknown, neither is it known if
indeed there is a malfunction of such mechanisms. The most recent hypothesis as to why there is
production of autoantibodies in lupus, mainly against intracellular components relates to the high
frequency of cell death by apoptosis that occur in lupus. The availability of intracellular
components when cells are been apoptosed at high rates may be a trigger for autoantibody
production. Due to this, the role of molecules that promote or prevent apoptosis, such as Bcl-2
has been suggested (See also paper III).

Genetic aspects

Several population studies have found striking differences in both incidence and prevalence
between ethnical populations. Among Caucasians in Scandinavia, UK and USA the total
prevalence varies between 27.2-68/100 000. The incidences vary between 2.4-4.8 / 100 000.40-45.
Much higher prevalence and incidences is found in non-Caucasian populations. The highest
prevalence is found in Africans in UK, USA and the Caribbean’s which are 5 to 9 times higher
than in Europeans 43, 44, 46-48. Higher incidences are also reported for Australian Aborigines 49,
Indians in UK 50, 51, and in Chinese’s living in Malaysia 51. The differences in penetrances are
often interpreted as being caused by different genetic contributions between the populations.
However, differences due to environmental, cultural and socio-economic factors is hard to
separate in these studies.

In fact, non-genetic factors are indicated by studies where the prevalence and incidence
are compared in people of same ethnicity but in different geographical locations. For example,
SLE is reported to be rare in Africans from West Africa, compared to the high estimates in west-
African descents in USA and the Caribbean 52. The most common theory behind prevalence-
differences between African populations in America and Africa is that malaria and other
infections in early life have a protective role. However, the differences could be an indication of
large differences between studies in methods, diagnosis and sample ascertainment. A recent study
by Molokhia et al. do even show data (although very low samples) that SLE among West-
Africans immigrants is equally common as for West-Africans born in UK 53. Likewise,
differences between populations have also been observed for disease expression and survival.
However those data are much more difficult to evaluate, as they could reflect different socio-
economic status and different access to health care services.

Except for families with rare inherited monogenetic autoimmune disorders such as
Autoimmune Lymphoproliferative Syndrome(ALPS) 54 and X-linked hyper-IgM syndrome 55, it
is not known how autoimmune diseases arise. However, most common autoimmune diseases,
(with complex inheritance patterns), have important genetic factors as they do cluster in families.
Sibs of SLE patients have much greater risk to get the disease, compared to sibs from healthy
people. The λs – value has been estimated to be between 20 and 58. There is also a much higher
incidence in first or second-degree relatives than more distant relatives, which points towards a
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combination of several susceptibility genes. 56-59 In addition, the genetic nature of SLE
susceptibility is indicated by the 10-fold higher rate of concordance for SLE in MZ twin pairs
(25-69%) compared with DZ pairs (2-3%) 57, 59-62 The incomplete concordance rate in
monozygotic twin pairs indicates that also important environmental factors are involved.
Therefore, the current paradigm is that lupus develop in people with a genetic predisposition,
together with environmental events 63.

Earlier studies on the Genetics of SLE

Multiple abnormalities of both B cell and T cell phenotype and function have been described in
SLE and murine models of lupus 64. Since the disease appear to involve the activation of both
autoreactive T- and B cells, it seems likely that any gene involved in the regulation behind the
tolerance in either of those cells, could be a susceptibility gene. Hundreds of publications
therefore exist, using classical case-control studies, where different candidate genes of assumed
biological and immunological relevance have been tested for association to SLE. 65, 66. Those
studies have often been controversial, since they often are difficult to replicate (for example see
paper III). This is because “unrelated” individuals are used, and any difference in a frequency of
a particular gene-variant can be due to any admixture in the population instead of a true disease
association. Nevertheless, a few such studies have been successful in finding susceptibility genes
behind SLE. Some of the best-studied ones are the low-affinity Fcg-receptors (see paper IV),
complement genes and genes of the HLA

However, in the light of the Human Genome Project, new techniques, computer-
programs, genetic maps, and markers have recently made it possible for positional cloning
experiments even for complex inherited diseases. Only during the last 5 years, a number of
multicase SLE pedigrees have been collected by different groups and used in 6 complete
genomescans 67-72 and 7 partial scans 73-78. Different types of approaches have been used, largely
depending on what type of pedigree structure is dominating in each of those sets. The groups that
mainly collect Sib-pairs have preferentially used nonparametric Affected Sib-Pair (ASP), and the
ones collecting extended pedigrees have used Parametric LOD score methods in order to use all
possible information from the families.

Significantly mapped regions

By using SLE as phenotype, a total of 50 suggestive candidate regions have been found,
indicated by at least one marker that show a LOD score of Z>2.00. Because this LOD score is
rather low, a large part of them are undoubtedly “false-positive”. One is more likely to believe in
a candidate region if it also is mapped in an independent study, either with the same marker or
one close-by. There exist at least 20 such regions where one marker shows LOD score of Z>2.0,
and the other independent marker at least LOD score of Z>1.5. However, 8 susceptibility regions
have today been linked to the phenotype “affection status lupus”, with a significant LOD score of
Z>3.3. Five of those regions are also supported by a marker showing LOD score of Z>1.5 from
an independent study (See table 1). Due to unclear results, the two possible regions at 1q41 and
1q42 are considered as one. The regions that have been linked with Z=3.3 are:
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1q23, 1p31 and 1q41-42 (SLEB1) are discussed in more detail below, and are the subject in one
of the papers (paper II). Nevertheless, these regions are among the most “complicated” ones, as
they are located close to each other.

2q37 (SLEB2): Our group identified this locus 72, see paper I), when a LOD score of 4.24 for
marker D2S125 was detected in both Icelandic and Swedish families. This locus was
subsequently fine-mapped between markers D2S125 and D2S2985, using three extra Icelandic
families. When performing a parametric multipoint analysis, the maximum LOD score increased
to Z=6.03, and the region was reduced to a 8 cM interval 79. Interestingly, three QTLs (Sle7,
Sbw1 and Bxs1) that are linked to glomerulonephritis and splenomegaly in three different
autoimmune mouse-models, have also been mapped to regions that are syntenic to the human
2q33-q37 region.80-83

The PDCD1 gene was the only “obvious” candidate in this region, especially as a
knockout mouse for this gene showed glomerulonephritis and renal failure as well as other
phenotypes associated with lupus 84-86. A recent study from our group has confirmed association
to lupus with a regulatory polymorphisms in PDCD1 in patients of European descent (Prokunina,
Magnusson et al, Nature Genetics, 2002, In Press).

4p16-15 (SLEB3): The 4p15 locus was initially identified in the material from Oklahoma 68 and
showed suggestive linkage to marker D4S403 in the European American subset (Z=2.18). Later
they included families from cohort 2 and used an allele sharing regression methods on relative
pairs. The highest significant linkage was for marker D4S2366 (Z=3.84), in the European
American subset. It is located 11cM telomeric of D4S403 70. In order to replicate this finding,
they tested the same marker on Minnesota family collection. Even if a relatively low LOD score
of Z=1.5 was found, they considered it as an independent confirmation, based on criteria
established by Lander and Kruglyal 26. By performing a multiple regression using information
from marker D4S2366 and D5S807, they could identify a multiplicative relationship between
4p16-15 and 5p15 (p=0.038), indicating an epistatic relationship 70. (5p15 have also been found
with a weak suggestive linkage by us, Z=1.52 with D5S1492 72).

Specific QTL’s have been found in mouse models for Lymphadenopathy and production
of anti-dsDNA antibodies (Lmb2) that are syntenic to the 4p15 region in the human. It is not
known if those traits have anything in common between the two species. However, recently a
genomescan was performed on 71 families from the Oklahoma collection, selected for having
positive anti-dsDNA titer. However, no linkage was found in this region. 87. Nevertheless, the
LOD score increased significantly for the same marker (D4S2366, Z=5.12) when a subset of 23
of European-American families was selected for neuropsychiatric symptoms 88.

4p13: In our study we also found suggestive linkage to the short arm of chromosome 4 in our
Icelandic families with marker D4S1627 (Z=3.20; R). Initially this marker was believed to be
located at the 4p15 region, but later revisions of the genetic maps located the marker 30cM
centromeric of D4S403 at 4p13. In a subsequent finemapping study (Johansson C., Thesis for
Licentiate degree, Uppsala University, 2001), using 3 extra Icelandic families, this marker
showed significant LOD score of Z=3.5 in a two-point analysis. An adjacent marker D4S1635
showed LOD score of Z=3.9. When a parametric multipoint analysis was applied, the maximum
LOD score increased to Z=4.9. No obvious candidate genes can be found in this region.
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6p21: All groups using mainly European or European American families, found linkage in the
area around the HLA complex (located at 6p21). This is not surprising, as the HLA locus is
known to be associated to many different autoimmune diseases, at least in populations of
European origin 89. A significant linkage to this region was first established in the Minnesota
collection 67 with a significant LOD score for marker D6S257 (Z=3.90), and slightly less at
marker D6S426 (Z=2.96). Supporting evidence was obtained by our study with both marker
TNFa (Z=1,87) and D6S276 (Z=1.54) 72, although those markers are located 4cM resp. 14cM
telomeric of D6S426. However, when cohort 2 was included in the Minnesota study, the
maximum linkage shifted down to D6S426, now with a significantly increased LOD score of
Z=4.19 71. In a finmapping study, the strongest linkage was finally established for a marker inside
the HLA-complex. In order to narrow down the risk interval, the Minnesota group performed a
haplotype-based association approach (PDT-test ) 90. D6S2446 was found to be the strongest
associated marker (p = 0.0009). By constructing ancestral haplotypes they where able to exclude
both the HLA-I and HLA-III regions (including TNFa). The region was narrowed down to a 500-
kb interval that included the HLA-II genes DRB1 and DQB1. This interval contains two other
genes with unknown function (ORF10 and BTNL2), so further studies are needed.

16q13: Significant LOD score at 16q13 was first detected in the Minnesota collection, for marker
D16S415 (Z=3.64), as well as suggestive linkage for marker D16S3136 (Z=3.15) 2cM away 67.
When the second cohort was added, the maximum LOD score increased to Z=3.85 for D16S415
71. This region is claimed to have been confirmed by the group from Southern California,
however it hardly reached LOD score Z=1.0 at marker D16S3136 in their families 69.

Because of their relatedness regarding HLA gene associations at least some of the non-
HLA loci identified should be expected to be linked to other autoimmune disorders 91,
Particularly the 16q13 region have been found to be mapped in several other autoimmune
diseases such as, Crohn's disease 92, type 1 diabetes (IDDM) 93, psoriasis 94, Blau syndrome 95

Analysis for linkage using sub-phenotypes or quantitative traits

A major problem in identifying susceptibility genes in human complex diseases, using family-
based methods, has always been that too few families are available. Therefore, the power to
detect linkage is significantly reduced and only those loci that give the strongest genetic effects
are likely to be found. It is therefore a paradox that many of the regions identified (as well as new
ones), show increased linkage when the number of families actually is reduced by stratifying
them into groups of more specific clinical phenotypes. 87, 88, 96-100. Clearly, by selecting more
clinically homogenous families, the genetic variation is also believed to be more homogenous101.
This strategy was e.g. used by us when we made the Icelandic family set more homogenous by
stratifying for the C4A-null allele (see paper I), which helped us to identify the 2q37 region 72. If
quantitative phenotypes are analysed in a clinically very heterogeneous set of families, then the
Principal component method can be used 102, 103. This method uses the different clinical variables
as covariates in a non-parametric logistic regression method on affected-relative-pairs. In this
way the analyse will gain power as it allow for heterogeneity between families when a certain
clinical phenotype is investigated.
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Those methods have actually increased the linkage in many of the regions identified
earlier using only the ARA’s affection status as a qualitative phenotype. For example, 1q25
(Hemolytic anemia) which is also supported by us. In addition, 9 new significant loci, not
replicated by others have been found. Totally therefore, 24 significantly regions have been
mapped for lupus and it’s subphenotypes. A complete description of these loci is given in Table1.
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PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Aims

The aim of the work presented in this thesis has been:

To identify candidate regions containing Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) susceptibility
alleles with the positional cloning strategy, using model-based linkage analysis on nuclear and
extended multicase families.

To identify candidate genes with the candidate gene strategy, using population- and family based
association methods.
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Family material

SLE multicase-families from 11 countries in Europe, North America, South America and Asia
are constantly recruited through international multicenter collaborations. Totally 87 of those have
been used in the analysis presented in the following papers. However the main part of the
families used are from Sweden, Iceland and Mexico. The geographical distribution and
characteristics of those families are shown in Table 2. Totally 576 individuals where genotyped,
of which 191 were affected.

Table 2. The number of individuals and SLE patients distributed among
countries and geographical areas used in the analysis.

Female:male
Country Families Typed Affected Ratio

Sweden 14   73 34 6:1
Iceland 10 110 25 7:1
Italy   6   40 12 3:1
Norway   6   29 13   -
England   6   19 12   -
Greece   2   10   4 3:1
Mexico 30 205 65 8:1
Colombia   4   40   7   -
USA   2     8   5   -
Jamaica   1     4   2   -
Singapore   6   38 12 2:1

Totally: 87 576 191 7:1

In order to define a multicase family, at least two members needed to fulfil at least 4 of the
clinical manifestations listed in the 1982 ARA classification criteria for SLE 38. Individuals
having clinical manifestations but less than 4 or being under the age of 30 were given the
phenotype ”unknown” in the analyses.

In paper I, only 7 out of 10 Icelandic and 11 out of 14 Swedish families were used, as
they were the first ones to be sampled.
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Results

Paper I, A susceptibility locus for systemic lupus erythematosus (hSLE1) on chromosome 2q.

The aim was to perform a total genomescan in order to identify chromosomal regions, harbouring
susceptibility genes that predispose the carriers for SLE. The material consisted of a collection of
19 extended multi-case families from the relatively homogenous Icelandic and Swedish
populations. (Two families were later excluded in order to increase the genetic homogeneity even
further). Two traits was used in the analysis. The first strictly followed the 1982 ARA criteria’s
for classification of SLE patients, called the “strict-model”. The second model allowed people to
express fewer manifestations in order to be classified as affected, called the “broad-model”. As
the number of affected relative pairs is relatively low in the pedigrees, the two-point parametric
LOD score method was used in the analysis. The traits were mapped against a set of 346
polymorphic microsatellite markers.

The Icelandic and Swedish families were analysed separately. No marker showed
significantly LOD scores > 3.3. However, five markers (located at 2q11, 2q37, 4p13, 19p13 and
19q13) showed suggestive linkage when the strict model was used, the strongest one being
located at 4p13. The result showed strong differences between the two populations, as only one
of the markers at 2q37 showed linkage in both populations. Most of the linkages were identified
in the Icelandic collection. When the broad model was tested, only one suggestive linkage could
be detected (at 9p22).

When the markers at 2q37 were analysed for the combined collection of families, the
LOD score increased to Z=4.24 which is highly significant. The fact that the LOD score
increased when the two set were combined indicates that this is not the result of a false positive.
Instead, we believe a susceptibility gene, common for both populations exists in this candidate
region.

To further confirm the linkage at the 2q37 region, two additional markers were analysed.
One of those, located 3cM telomeric to the original marker also showed a significant LOD score
of z=3.53 in both set of families.

Table 2. Markers showing at least suggestive LOD scores in this study

Locus Marker Iceland Sweden All
2q11 D2S436 - 2.13; R -
2q37 D2S125 2.06; D 2.18; D 4.24; D
2q37 D2S140 2.30; D - 3.53; D
4p13 D4S1627 3.20; R - -
9p22 gata62f03   2.27; D* - -
19p13 D19S247 2.58; D - -
19q13 D19S246 2.06; R - -
* = Broad model
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Paper II, A major susceptibility locus for SLE maps to chromosome 1q31.

The aim was to perform a linkage study exclusive for chromosome one, as this chromosome
contains several susceptibility regions from other studies, as well as it harbours several
interesting candidate genes relevant to the immune system. The material consisted of 87 nuclear
and extended multi-case families from several populations, (see material section). The trait used
followed the 1982 ARA criteria’s for classification of SLE patients. Only this “strict-model” was
used. The trait was first mapped against a set of 26 polymorphic microsatellite markers, using a
two-point parametric LOD score method. All the LOD scores were analysed, assuming locus-
heterogeneity by using an admixture-test. Because most families from a specific nation were too
few to be analysed separately, they were combined into two large groups. One collection of 26
recently admixed American (Am) families (mainly Mexican Mestizos from Mexico City), and
one collection of 44 European (Eu) families (mainly from Sweden and Iceland). All the groups
were analysed separately then combined (All).

The result in this study , as well as in paper I, depended strongly on what population-
group was analysed. However, the only marker showing a significant LOD score of Z=3.33 had
contributions from all the families (located at 1q31), as well as two flanking markers showing
suggestive linkage on both sides (Z=2.73 and 2.17). This is the same marker (D1S1660) that was
the only marker showing a LOD score > 1.00 in the first genomscan (paper I), giving a LOD
score of Z=1.61. Three other markers showed suggestive linkage in the American group (located
at 1p36, 1p21, and 1q23). Only one marker showed a suggestive linkage that was unique for the
European group (located at 1q25).

In a second step, 36 more markers were included in order to both fine-map the 1p36 and
1q31 regions, and to fill in some gaps from the first step. Three markers at the 1q31 showed a
significant three-point LOD score of Z=3.79. Together all 62 markers highlighted 5 chromosomal
regions, indicated with at least one marker showing suggestive linkage (Z>2.0), and a second
marker with a LOD score > 1.5 separated not more than 10cM. Two more markers at the end of
the q-arm, showed weak linkage in the combined set (located at 1q32 and 1q43).

Table 3. Candidate regions on chromosome 1, indicated by at least one
marker showing suggestive linkage (Z>2.0) and a second with Z>1.5

Locus Marker Eu Am All
1p36 D1S243 - 3.06; R 2.10; R

D1S171 - 1.61; D -

1p21 D1S2626 - 1.51; D -
D1S1631 - 2.17; D -

1q23-24 D1S1595 - 2.24; R 1.96; R
D1S2844 1.65; R - 1.38; R

1.25 D1S1589 2.23 - -
D1S212 1.71 - -

1q31 D1S413 1.65; R 1.86; R 2.73; R
D1S1660 1.88; R 2.08; R 3.33; R
D1S2738 1.41; R 1.61; R 2.17; R
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One candidate gene located in the 1q31 region is the CD45 gene. CD45 is a receptor expressed
on all lymphocytes. A mutation in this gene has recently been found associated in patients with
Multiple sclerosis. We therefore typed all affected individuals for this mutation, in families
expressing positive linkage to this region. The mutation could only be found in one Swedish
family. Therefore, we did not find support for this mutation as having an important role for SLE
among the patients in our material.

Paper III, Association analysis with microsatellite and SNP markers does not support the
involvement of BCL-2 in systemic lupus erythematosus in Mexican and Swedish patients and
their families.

The aim was to perform an association analysis with polymorphic markers located in the Bcl-2
gene; to test if it could be a candidate-gene for SLE in a suggested candidate-region located at
18q21-23.

The material consisted of 378 patients from Mexico and 338 matched controls, as well as
112 single-case trios from Sweden where the parents were used as internal controls. The trait
mapped for followed the 1982 ARA criteria’s for classification of SLE patients. One
microsatellite and two SNPs (SNP-52 and SNP-1955) located within the Bcl-2 gene were typed
in all individuals, and used in the analysis.

Table 4. Frequencies of the Bcl-2 microsatellite alleles in Mexican SLE-
patients and controls; and transmitted from parents to affected offspring
in the Swedish trios.

Mexican individuals Swedish trios

Allele controls patients
Non-T
alleles

T
alleles

(bp) (2n=440) (2n=676) (n=149) (n=206)
191 0.21 0.22 0.09 0.07
193 0.04   0.017   0.054 0.02
195 0.68   0.71* 0.78   0.84#
197 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03
199 0.01 0.01 - -
201 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03
203 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01

n = Number of haploid chromosomes
* = Significant difference between controls and patients: p < 0.01;
     P = 0.08 after correction for multiple testing
Non-T = Alleles not transmitted, T = Transmitted alleles
# = Global p = 0.016 (HHRR-LTR, 1df) and = 0.15 (HHRR-2xn, 7df).
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The 195-bp allele from the Bcl-2 microsatellite was observed in a lower frequency in both
Mexican and Swedish SLE patients (see tab 4). The frequency distribution of microsatellite-
alleles was used in a simple retrospective case-control analysis in the Mexican cohort, and in an
HHRR-transmission test in the Swedish trios. The difference disappeared after correction for
multiple testing. Neither could any differences be observed in the distribution of any of the SNP-
alleles (data not shown). In order to use the most information possible, we created haplotypes of
the three markers in the Swedish trios. Two common haplotypes were found. (195-52A-1955G
(37%) and 195-52G-1955G (32%)). However, again no differences in the frequency of
transmitted haplotypes could be observed (data not shown).

It has also been reported of an genetic synergistic risk-effect for developing SLE, between
the 193-allele in the Bcl-2 microsatellite and an allele in a microsatellite located in the IL-10
gene. Alone both risk-alleles had an Odds Ratio (OR) of  3. However, when expressed together
the OR increased to 40 104. However, we were not able to detect an increased risk for any allele
combinations when testing 235 Mexican cases and 248 controls.

Paper IV, The risk alleles for FcgRIIA and FcgRIIIA are transmitted to SLE patients in a
haplotype dependent manner.

The aim was to perform a fine mapping and candidate-gene approach, in order to find a
susceptibility gene for SLE in a candidate-region located at 1q23. The region is highly interesting
as it also is syntenic to susceptibility regions in several mouse-models for SLE, and two congenic
regions for QTLs (Sle1a and Sle1b) associated with specific clinical sub-phenotypes 80, 105. The
low-affinity FcgR gene cluster in this region was chosen for a candidate-gene approach. They
have earlier been associated as susceptibility genes for SLE in several populations 106-117.The trait
mapped for followed the 1982 ARA criteria’s for classification of SLE patients.

In the linkage analysis the same set of 87 nuclear and extended multi-case SLE families
described in paper II, were used and analysed in the same way. The trait was mapped against a
set of six new polymorphic microsatellite markers, and one haplotype constructed from the four
SNPs located in the FcgRIIA and IIIA genes that was used in the association study. The markers
covered an area of 5cM. The following SNP’s were used in the test for association to the
candidate genes: FcgRIIA-131R/H, FcgRIIIA-F/V, FcgRIIB-3’UTR A/G and FcgRIIIB-N/A.
The SNP’s were used both individually and as haplotypes of the SNP’s in a family-based
transmission test. As only 43 families out of the multi-case families had both parents available for
the test, 54 Swedish and 86 Mexican single- case families were also included. 

Suggestive linkage has been found in this candidate region earlier (se paper II). However
only weak LOD scores in this specific interval could be detected in the multi case families.
Nevertheless, association was found in the Mexican single case collection to both the FcgRIIA-
131R and FcgRIIIA-176F alleles. A trend toward an increased transmission of the FcgRIIA-131R
allele in the SLE patients in both the multi case and Swedish single case collection did also exist.
No association was found for the SNPs in the FcgRIIB or FcgRIIIB genes. When all families
were analysed together, the association for both the FcgRIIA-131R and FcgRIIIA-176F alleles
increased in the SLE patients, with the FcgRIIA-131R being the strongest. (See table 5). 
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Table 5. Distribution of alleles of SNP’s of the FcgR genes in all single case and multicase
families with SLE.

SNP total       T      NT p value OR(95% CI)
FcgRIIA-131R 446 263 (59%) 218 (49%)   0.003 1.5 (1.2 – 2.0)
FcgRIIIA-176F 414 311 (75%) 273 (66%)   0.01 1.6 (1.2 – 2.1)
FcgRIIB-A 362   81 (22%)   76 (21%) > 0.05 -
FcgRIIIB-NA2 428 243 (57%) 237 (55%) > 0.05 -

In order to find out if the two SNP act independently of each other or is the result of LD between
between them, we constructed haplotypes. Odds ratios (OR) were calculated and compared for
haplotypes having different combinations of the two risk alleles. The result showed that the OR
was greatest if both risk alleles were present, compared to those having only one. However, the
sample size was too small in order to clearly role out LD.

However, when we performed transmission test on the haplotypes, only one specific
haplotype of those containing both risk alleles showed an increased association. In addition, none
of the haplotypes containing only one risk allele showed any association. Thus, our results
indicate two independent risk alleles from FcgR2A and FcgR3A, inherited to SLE patients on a
specific common haplotype.
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DISCUSSION

Positional cloning of susceptibility genes that predispose carriers to develop
SLE. Using a total and partial genomescan on Multicase families for SLE
(paper I and II).

The results show that it is possible to identify genetic susceptibility loci behind complex inherited
diseases using the positional cloning methods. Three clearly linked loci (1q31, 2q37 and 4p13)
have been identified in our collection of multi-case SLE families. Thus, although we are using
few but well defined and homogenous populations, we are able to identify susceptibility loci for
SLE. This indicates the importance of stratifying the material into more homogenous units. 

There are several loci in our study that are unique for our material, e.g., 2q37 and 4p13.
This is not surprisingly, as our results show that most candidate regions are highly dependent on
what population is being used. For example, the European families in our study contributed
minimally to the linkage at regions previously defined in chromosome 1, except for the 1q31
region. This is well in agreement with the genomscan performed on the Minnesota family
collection, where the European-American families from Northern USA and Canada have a strong
genetic contribution from Scandinavian countries. 67. Further stratifications into more well-
defined sub-phenotypes can be equally important, as shown by recent studies made on the
Oklahoma family collection 87, 88, 96-100.

However, several of the markers found linked in our genome scans are located at
chromosomal regions that also have been mapped to SLE in other family collections, thus
confirming these findings. for example 1q23 and 6p12 (HLA). Those are likely to indicate
common old genetic variants that exercise a strong genetic effect in several populations. It is still
not clear if the 1q31 locus have been replicated in other studies, as several candidate regions
seems to cluster in this region (1q23, 1q25 and 1q31). Nevertheless, in our study families from all
11 different countries did contribute to this region.

Candidate gene approach on genes located in linkage regions. Using both
population-based and family-based association methods (paper III and IV).

A much harder work, however, will be to confirm a candidate gene located in a identified regions
as involved in susceptibility for SLE. The problem of having controversial results when using the
candidate gene approach was highlighted in paper III, when we tried to find association to the
Bcl-2 gene.

The Bcl-2 gene is a negative regulator of the apoptotic signalling pathway in
lymphocytes, and has been suggested to be a candidate gene for SLE 118, 119. The Bcl-2 gene is
located at 18q21. In our first genomescan, we found a weak linkage to D18S851 in the Swedish
set (Z=1.17). We did also found suggestive linkage in our Mexican family collection (data not
published) for marker D18S858 (Z=2.13). Also in another genomescan 69, did they find weak
linkage to this region with marker D18S64 in a collection of Mexican-American and European-
American families (Z=1.40). And now recently, Namjou et al. found significant linkage (Z=3.40)
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in 29 African-American families selected for both SLE and presence of anti-dsDNA 87. Mehrian
et al 104 found significantly higher frequencies of a 193bp-allele in a microsatellite located inside
the Bcl-2 gene, using Mexican-American SLE patients and controls. However in our study (paper
III) we were unable to replicate the association. Contrary to Mehrian et al. findings, the 193-allele
had lower frequencies in our patients (although not significantly). No association could be found
for any allele in the microsatellite, or in any of the two SNP’s located in the gene. Nevertheless, a
complete investigation of the Bcl-2 gene has never been performed and even though we could not
detect association, the gene has not been formally excluded. Alternatively, other negative studies
have not been published. The linkage results suggest, that there is a susceptibility gene in the
region. It is possible that Mehrian’s finding is an effect of LD with the real gene nearby. Several
interesting candidate genes other than Bcl-2 are located in this region. As a linkage to production
of anti-dsDNA is found, the gene RAD30 that is involved in DNA repair, becomes very
interesting 120.

The analysis of the FcGR-genes in paper IV was more successful. Both we and other
groups have found relatively strong linkage to the 1q23 region. (In our study with marker
D1S1595 in mainly Mexican-Mestizo families (Z=2.24, R) and with marker D1S2844 in (south-)
European families (Z=1.65), se paper II). Interestingly, this region is syntenic to a susceptibility
locus (sle1), found in the NZW 2410 mouse model 121. Congenic mice have been constructed for
this locus, and it has been shown that the region can be split up into three maybe four smaller
congenic intervals (called Sle1a, b, c and d), each correlated to a specific lupus sub-phenotype 105.
The Sle1a and b intervals are syntenic to the 1q23 region in human, while Sle1c is syntenic to the
1q42 region, also identified with markers showing linkage to SLE in humans 122. The low affinity
FcgR genes are strong candidates for the 1q23 region, as they are receptors responsible for
clearing immune complexes by binding to the Fc portion of IgG antibodies. Specific SNPs
located in each of the low affinity FcgR-genes (FcgRIIA, IIIA and IIB) have all been found to be
associated with SLE (especially Lupus nephritis) in several human populations 106-117. Those
SNPs are supposed to be causative risk-alleles as they have been found to change the receptors
affinity for binding antibodies. It is hypothesised that they are involved in deficient clearance of
immunocomplex or deficient induction of tolerance in B-cells123. However, according to the
physical maps that exist today, the FcgR gene cluster is actually located between the sle1a and
sle1b congenic intervals. Still, several other interesting candidate genes exist in the actual
intervals, f. ex. the C-reactive protein (CRP) and SAP genes or any member of the CD2/SLAM
gene family.

Therefore we performed a more dense finemapping of the 1q23 region. No significant
linkage was observed when all families were considered. Only when the families were stratified
after their ethnic origin, did the marker hms1-26 show linkage in the families of American
admixed origin. However the linkage was rather low (Z=1.51). Nevertheless, we did find
association to SLE with the FcgRIIA-131R and IIIA-176F alleles. The explanations for no
linkage but association are of course many. But the most likely reason is that the specific genetic
effect contributed by the FcgR-genes is relatively low. This will be reflected as a low correlation
between genotype and phenotype, and the low number of families will not detect linkage. As
more individuals were used in the association study, the chance to detect association increased.
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